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Vocabulary Day 
● Everyone has received a vocab 

sheet that looks like this… (ta-da)

Directions: 

● I will project the definitions for you, 
you have to write them down! 

● Then, for homework, OR if you have 
time in class, you will re-read the 
definition and draw a visual to help 
you. 



Islam
Allah: One god of Islam 

Muhammad: Arab prophet who founded Islam 

Muslim: Follower of the religion Islam

The star and crescent symbol became strongly 
associated with the Ottoman Empire in the 19th 
century, and had been used throughout the Middle East 
extending back to pre-Islamic times, especially in the 
Byzantine Empire and Crusader States which occupied 
the lands later assumed by the Ottoman Empire.



Islam
Mosque: Islam house of worship  

Hajj:  Pilgrimage to Mecca 

Qur’an: Holy book of Islam

Caliph: Highest political and religious leader in a Muslim government

Mosque Maryam
South Shore, Chicago, IL



European Middle Ages 
Middle Ages: Period of European history from 
500 to 1500 

Secular: Concerned with worldly things 

Feudalism: a political system in which nobles 
are granted the use of lands that belong to their 
king, in exchange for their loyalty, military 
service, and protection of the people who live on 
the land

Manor: Lords’ estate; centers of economic life



European Middle Ages 
Franks: Germanic people who held power in the 
Roman province called Gaul

Monastery:  Religious community of people 
devoting their lives to worship and prayer

Charlemagne: Powerful Frankish ruler who built a 
large empire

Clergy: Religious officials The cloister of Saint-Pierre, 
Moissac, France, built about 1100.



European Middle Ages 
Sacrament: Important religious ceremony

Canon Law: Law of the church

Chivalry: Code of behavior for knights, 
stressing ideas such as courage, loyalty, and 
devotion

A 14th-century French miniature 
shows the sacrament of baptism.

Knightly 
Figure-End Of The 

13th Century



European Middle Ages 
Tournament: Staged battles for 
entertaining audiences and training 
knights

Crusade: A holy war

Bubonic plague: Deadly disease that 
spread across Asia and Europe in the 
mid-14th century

Tournament in the Middle Ages. Illustration for La 
Civilizacion by Don Pelegrin Casabo Y Pages

A battle of the Second Crusade 
(illustration of William of Tyre's 
Histoire d'Outremer, 1337)



African Kingdoms
Mansa Musa: Mali ruler who created a large 
kingdom and adopted Islam
 
Sundiata: Founder and first emperor of the 
kingdom of Mali

Caravan: a company of travelers on a journey 
through desert

Trans-Saharan: a trade route across the Sahara 
Desert; was a web of commercial interactions 
between the Arab world and sub-Saharan Africa.

Bureaucracy: a body of nonelective government 
officials

Fourteenth Century Italian Map   
of West Africa 

Showing Mansa Musa 


